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Night Shade Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Starfishers: v. 1: Shadowline,
Glen Cook, The vendetta in space had started centuries before 'Mouse' Storm was born with his
grandfather's raid on the planet Prefactlas, the blood bath that freed the human slaves from their
Sangaree masters. But one Sangaree survived - the young Norborn heir, the man who swore
vengeance on the Storm family and their soldiers, in a carefully mapped plot that would take
generations to fulfill. Now Mouse's father Gneaus must fight for an El Dorado of wealth on the
burning half of the planet Blackworld. As the great private armies of all space clash on the narrow
Shadowline that divides inferno from life-sheltering shade, Gneaus' half- brother Michael plays his
traitorous games, and a man called Death pulls the deadly strings that threaten to entrap them all -
as the "Starfishers Trilogy" begins.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

This ebook can be well worth a go through, and far better than other. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. I am just
delighted to tell you that this is the greatest book i have got study within my personal daily life and could be he very best publication for actually.
-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS-- Miss Susa na  Windler  DDS
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